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Abstract
Stealth malware programs that silently infect
enterprise and consumer machines are becoming a major
threat to the future of the Internet [XZ04]. Resource hiding
is a powerful stealth technique commonly used by
malware to evade detection by computer users and antimalware scanners. In this paper, we focus on a subclass of
malware, termed “ghostware”, which hide files,
configuration settings, processes, and loaded modules
from the operating system’s query and enumeration
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). Instead of
targeting individual stealth implementations, we describe
a systematic framework for detecting multiple types of
hidden resources by leveraging the hiding behavior as a
detection mechanism. Specifically, we adopt a cross-view
diff-based approach to ghostware detection by comparing
a high-level infected scan with a low-level clean scan and
alternatively comparing an inside-the-box infected scan
with an outside-the-box clean scan. We describe the design
and implementation of the Strider GhostBuster tool and
demonstrate its efficiency and effectiveness in detecting
resources hidden by real-world malware such as rootkits,
Trojans, and key-loggers.

1. Introduction
The term “stealth malware” refers to a large class of
software programs that try to hide their presence from
operating system (OS) utilities commonly used by
computer users and malware detection software such as
anti-virus and anti-spyware programs. Stealth techniques
range widely from the simple use of hidden file attributes
to sophisticated code hiding in video card EEPROM and
bad disk sectors, from user-mode API interception to
kernel-mode data structure manipulation, and from
individual trojanized OS utilities to OS patching with
system-wide effect. Stealth software presents a major
challenge to trustworthy computing by making it
extremely difficult for computer users to answer the
question: “Has my machine been compromised?”
Information on stealth techniques [YN04] and easy-to-use,
configurable tools for providing stealth capabilities
[ZH,ZA] are becoming increasingly available. Installations
of such unwanted software on user machines through
vulnerability exploits [XS04,YB04], spam emails [XG04],
and bundling with freeware are becoming widespread
[XZ04]. The increasing uses of malware-infected
machines in computer crimes such as phishing, spamming,
DOS
attacks,
keystroke
logging,
etc.

[XG03,XG04,YC04,XA04,XS04,XP04,XW04] pose a
serious threat to the future of the Internet and the
computing industry.
It is very difficult to reason about the general stealth
software problem and to create solutions because stealth
behavior is not well-defined. In this paper, we focus on an
important subclass of stealth software, which we call
“ghostware” [W04] for ease of presentation. Ghostware
programs hide their resources from the OS-provided
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) that were
designed to query and enumerate them. The resources may
include files, Windows Registry entries, processes, and
loaded modules. The hiding behavior is typically achieved
through API interception and filtering [YN04] (e.g.,
intercepting file enumeration API calls and removing the
to-be-hidden entries from the returned result set) or Direct
Kernel Object Manipulation (DKOM, e.g., removing tobe-hidden processes from the Active Process List data
structure) [YV04]. Ghostware encompasses at least three
types of malware and commercial software: (1) rootkits
[PFM+04,ZR,YO03,XP03] and Trojans that hide their
executable files and process instances [ZH,ZV]; (2)
commercial key-loggers that hide their log files containing
keystrokes and screenshots; and (3) commercial file-hiders
that hide user-specified files [ZHF]. Although some of
these ghostware programs may have legitimate uses,
resource-hiding behavior is generally considered highly
undesirable from the user’s perspective.
There are two different approaches to ghostware
detection. The first approach targets the hiding mechanism
by, for example, detecting the presence of API
interceptions [YI,ZVI,YK,YKS,YV04]. It has at least two
disadvantages: first, it cannot catch ghostware programs
that do not use the targeted mechanism; second, it may
catch as false positives legitimate uses of API interceptions
for in-memory software patching, fault-tolerance
wrappers, etc. The second approach targets the hiding
behavior by detecting any discrepancies between “the
truth” and “the lie”. For example, comparing the output of
“ls” and “echo *” can detect an infected “ls” program
[B99].
In this paper, we propose a framework for the second
approach, called GhostBuster, that systematically
accommodates multiple resource types and provides a
convenient inside-the-box solution as well as a more
fundamental outside-the-box solution. To detect each type
of hidden resource, we divide the problem into two parts.
First, we perform both a high-level and a low-level
scan of the resources in an inside-the-box solution. When a
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ghostware program implements its hiding mechanism
between the two levels as shown in Figure 1, the highlevel scan contains “the lie” and the low-level scan
contains “the truth” so that their difference exposes the
hidden resources. Specifically, the “Master File Table”, the
“Raw Hive Files”, and the “Kernel Process List” are the
low-level resources that we scan to detect hidden files,
Registry entries, and processes, respectively. A major
advantage of such a completely inside-the-box solution is
that it is convenient, efficient and scalable: users can
quickly scan their machines daily or as needed without
having to reboot and corporate IT organizations can
remotely deploy the solution on a large number of
desktops without requiring user cooperation. A
disadvantage is that a ghostware program running with
sufficient privilege can always try to defeat the solution by
interfering with the low-level scan. Another related issue
occurs due to the discrepancies between the truth and the
“truth approximation”, which we discuss later.
Second, to avoid scan interference from a ghostwareinfected OS, our framework aims at exporting the truth so
that it can be scanned outside the box from a clean OS; the
scan is then compared against the inside-the-box generated
high-level scan to expose hidden resources, as shown in
Figure 1. While persistent-state resources such as files and
Registry entries are naturally available outside, volatilestate resources such as processes and loaded modules
require a mechanism to persist relevant kernel data
structures (see Section 4). Our current implementation uses
Windows Preinstallation Environment (WinPE) CD
[WPE] as the clean OS. Since the ghostware programs are
not running when we perform a scan from WinPE, there
will not be any hiding or malicious interference. This
implies that an outside-the-box solution is more
fundamental. However, this solution is less convenient and
therefore users will only be willing to run it on an
infrequent basis or when they suspect that their machines
have been compromised.
There is a subtle but important difference between the
“cross-view diff” used in GhostBuster and the more
common “cross-time diff” used in Tripwire [KS94] and
the Strider Troubleshooter [WVS03,WVD+03]. The goal
of a cross-time diff is to capture changes made to
persistent state by essentially comparing snapshots from
two different points in time (one before the changes and
one after). In contrast, the goal of a cross-view diff is to
detect hiding behavior by comparing two snapshots of the
same state at exactly the same point in time, but from two
different points of view (one through the ghostware and
one not). Cross-time diff is a more general approach for
capturing a broader range of malware programs, hiding or
not; the downside is that it typically includes a significant
number of false positives stemming from legitimate
changes and thus requires additional noise filtering, which
has a negative impact on usability. In contrast, cross-view

diff targets only ghostware and usually has zero or very
few false positives because legitimate programs rarely
hide.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
stealth techniques that are used to hide files, analyzes the
implementations of actual file-hiding ghostware programs,
presents the design and implementation of GhostBuster for
hidden-file detection, and evaluates its performance.
Sections 3 and 4 apply the same framework to the
detection of ghostware programs that hide Windows
Registry entries, processes, and modules, respectively.
Section 5 presents GhostBuster extensions designed to
avoid being targeted by malware and for automating the
outside-the-box detection process. Although the main
focus of this paper is on Windows ghostware, we show in
Section 5 that the GhostBuster approach can be applied to
detecting actual Linux/Unix ghostware as well. Section 6
concludes the paper and outlines future work.

2. Detection of File-hiding Ghostware
Between a user-mode file-query program (such as the
“dir” command in a cmd window) and the physical disk,
there exist many layers where ghostware programs can
insert themselves to intercept and filter resource queries.
Figure 2 illustrates the six different techniques employed
by the 10 file-hiding ghostware programs in our collection.
Of these 10 programs, Urbin, Mersting, Vanquish, Aphex,
and Hacker Defender are rootkits and Trojans, ProBot SE
is a key-logger, and Hide Files, Hide Folders XP,
Advanced Hide Folders, and File & Folder Protector are
commercial file hiders.
Urbin and Mersting make modifications at the highest
level by altering the per-process Import Address Table
(IAT) [R00] entries of file enumeration APIs to point to
their Trojan import functions. In contrast, Vanquish
directly modifies the loaded, in-memory API code so that
its function is called and then it calls the next OS function.
Both techniques cause the Trojan functions to appear in
the call stack trace of a kernel or user-mode debugging
session. To achieve better stealth, Aphex and Hacker
Defender modify the in-memory API code with a jump to
the Trojan code along with a Trojan code jump back to the
next instruction after the API detour [HB99]; the Trojan
code modifies the return address on the stack to cause its
code to be executed in the return path. The only difference
is that Aphex modifies the FindFirstFile and FindNextFile
API code inside Kernel32.dll [YN04] (denoted by
Kernel32!FindFirst(Next)File), while Hacker Defender
modifies the lower-level NtQueryDirectoryFile API
exported by NtDll.dll [YH03].
System-wide file hiding can also be achieved by
running a centralized, kernel-mode intercepting program,
without modifying per-process memory. ProBot SE
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hijacks kernel-mode file-query APIs by modifying their
dispatch entries in the Service Dispatch Table [YT04]. All
four commercial file hiders use a filter driver [IFS] that is
inserted into the OS file system stack to intercept all file
operations. The filter driver can scope the file-hiding
behavior to specific processes by examining the IRP (I/O
Request Packet) for the I/O operation to determine the
originating process.
Another form of file hiding exploits the restrictions on
filenames enforced by some Win32 API, but not the NTFS
file system. If a ghostware program creates a file using
low-level APIs in an NTFS file system that breaks any of
the restrictions, Win32 API calls will not be able to access
them. Examples include long full pathnames, filenames
with trailing dots or spaces, filenames containing special
characters, reserved filenames, etc. [MSDN].
To detect files hidden by ghostware, our GhostBuster
tool performs the high-level scan using either the
FindFirst(Next)File APIs or the “dir /s /b” command, and
performs the low-level scan by reading the Master File
Table (MFT), which is the core of the NFTS volume
structure [SR00], and other NTFS metadata directly. A
comparison of the two scans reveals hidden files. We note
that not all files revealed by the comparison necessarily
come from ghostware programs; for example, some benign
software bugs may generate filenames that are too long, or
files may be created in the very small time window
between when the high- and low-level scans are taken.
However, in practice the noise level from this is extremely
low. For the outside-the-box solution, our tool scans the
potentially infected hard drive from a clean WinPE CD
boot using either the Win32 APIs, the “dir /s /b”
command, or the low-level scanning code, and compares
the result with the inside high-level scan.
Experimental Results
Figure 3 shows the GhostBuster detection results for
the 10 file-hiding ghostware programs. The Urbin and
Mersting Trojan samples were captured from actual
infected machines. The remaining programs were obtained
from various Web sites. The hidden files are divided into
three categories: (1) ghostware binaries including EXEs,
DLLs, and drivers; (2) ghostware data files such as .ini
configuration files and .log files; and (3) other target files
specified to be hidden by either rootkits/Trojans or file
hiders. The results clearly demonstrate the major
advantage of the GhostBuster cross-view diff approach: it
can uniformly detect files hidden by ghostware programs
implemented with a wide variety of interception
techniques.
The execution time for hidden-file detection depends
on the disk size, speed, and usage. We tested GhostBuster
on 8 machines including 4 corporate desktops, 3 home
machines, and 1 laptop. Seven machines had disk usage

ranging from 5 to 34GB and CPU speed ranging from
550MHz to 2.2GHz. For these machines the inside-the-box
solution took between 30 seconds and 7 minutes. (On the
8th machine, which is a dual-proc 3GHz workstation with
95GB of the 111GB hard drive utilized, the scan took 38
minutes.) The outside-the-box solution typically adds 1.5
to 3 minutes for booting into the WinPE CD.
We did not observe any false positives on any insidethe-box scans. However, in the outside-the-box solution,
the larger time gap between the two scans and the file
activities during reboot did introduce some false positives.
They were mostly log files generated by always-running
services (such as anti-virus real-time scanners and Change
and Configuration Management (CCM) services), System
Restore [SR] file-change log entries, OS prefetched files
[PF], and browser temporary files. On all but one machine,
the number of false positives was two or less and they
were easily filtered out through manual inspection. On the
one machine that had 7 false positives, we disabled the
CCM service, re-ran the scan, and saw the number of false
positives reduced to 2.

3. Detection of Registry-hiding Ghostware
The Windows Registry is a centralized, hierarchical
store for configuration data containing name-value pairs. A
Registry key is like a file-system folder and can contain
one or more Registry items (or values). The Registry is
composed of several “hives” [SR00], each of which is
backed
by
a
file;
for
example,
“C:\windows\system32\config\system”
stores
the
HKLM\system hive, and “ntuser.dat” in the user profile
folder stores the per-user sub-hive under the HKU hive.
Most Windows ghostware programs we studied do not
modify OS files, presumably for two reasons: the
Windows system source code is not widely available, and
there are many easy-to-use Auto-Start Extensibility Points
(ASEPs) [WRV+04] that applications can “hook” to get
automatically started as essentially “part of the system”.
Most of the ASEPs reside in the Registry. Examples
include the HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services
Registry key for auto-starting drivers and services, the
HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\
Run key for auto-starting additional processes, and the
HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\
Explorer\Browser Helper Objects for auto-loading DLLs
into the Internet Explorer browser.
By extensively studying 120 real-world spyware
programs, we have shown that the ASEP-based monitoring
and scanning technique is effective for detecting spyware
programs [WRV+04]. In a similar study of 30 malware
programs, we found that each hooked at least one
Registry-based ASEP. Since ASEP hooks are critical for
their continued operation across reboots, many ghostware
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programs hide their hooks to evade detection and resist
removal.
The first six file-hiding ghostware programs that we
analyzed in the previous section, namely Urbin, Mersting,
Vanquish, Aphex, Hacker Defender, and ProBot SE, also
hide their ASEP hooks. The hiding techniques are similar
to those illustrated in Figure 2 except that the file-related
APIs
Kernel32!FindFirst(Next)File
and
NtDll!NtQueryDirectoryFile are replaced by the Registryrelated
APIs
Advapi32!RegEnumValue
and
NtDll!NtEnumerateKey,
respectively.
Alternatively,
ghostware programs can use the kernel-level Registry
callback functionality to intercept and filter Registry query
results.
Another form of Registry hiding exploits differences
in the way Win32 API and the Native API interpret
Registry entry names: the former assumes NULLterminated strings, while the latter uses counted Unicode
strings [YH]. As a result, Registry entries created with the
Native API can be hidden from most of the Registry
editors that use the Win32 API by embedding NULL
characters as part of the name. Yet another form of
Registry hiding exploits some Registry editors’ software
bugs in handling long names that allow certain entries to
become invisible. The GhostBuster hidden-Registry
detection tool described next can detect these two forms of
hiding as well.
GhostBuster uses either the standard Win32 Registry
enumeration APIs or the RegEdit program for the highlevel scan of all ASEP hooks. Since each Registry hive is
simply a file with a well-defined schema [SR00], our lowlevel scan copies and parses each hive file directly to
retrieve all ASEP hooks thus bypassing the APIs. These
copies are “truth approximation” instead of the truth itself,
as shown in Figure 1, because some ghostware programs
may eventually be able to interfere with the copying
process. For the outside scan, GhostBuster mounts
Registry hive files from the potentially infected system
drive under the live Registry loaded from the WinPE CD,
and uses the Win32 APIs or RegEdit to scan all ASEP
hooks to extract the truth.
Detection of hidden ASEP hooks is particularly useful
for ghostware removal: it locates the Registry keys that
can be deleted to disable the ghostware after a reboot, even
if the ghostware files still remain on the machine. It also
reveals the pathnames of the associated program files; the
user can locate and remove those files once the machine is
rebooted and those files are no longer hidden.
Alternatively, on-demand anti-virus scan can be invoked to
remove those key files as well as other auxiliary files
installed by the ghostware.

Experimental Results
Figure 4 shows the results of GhostBuster detecting
six Registry-hiding ghostware programs. Both of the
Trojans that came from the wild, Urbin and Mersting,
hook the AppInit_DLLs ASEP to allow their DLL to be
loaded into every process that loads User32.dll [AID]; they
both hide the ASEP hook. Hacker Defender hides both of
its ASEP hooks, one for the service hxdef100.exe and the
other for the driver hxdefdrv.sys. Vanquish and ProBot SE
similarly hide their service and driver hooks. ProBot SE
and Aphex hide their Run key hooks for starting additional
user-mode processes.
On the 8 machines we tested, inside-the-box hiddenASEP detection took between 18 to 63 seconds. In all the
experiments, we observed only one false positive on one
machine: the data field of the AppInit_DLLs entry
contained corrupted data that did not show up in RegEdit,
but appeared in the raw hive parsing. The problem was
fixed by exporting the parent key (to a text file without the
corrupted data), by deleting the parent key, and then by reimporting the exported key.

4. Detection of Process/Module-hiding
Ghostware
In addition to hiding persistent state such as files and
Registry entries, some ghostware programs hide processes
from the commonly used Task Manager utility and the tlist
command-line utility that is popular among systems
administrators. In many environments, process hiding is
considered more important than file and Registry hiding
because, while there are typically hundreds of thousands of
files and Registry entries [WVD+03], there are usually
only tens of processes running on a machine and so it may
be feasible for the user to go through the entire list in an
attempt to identify suspicious entries.
Figure 5 illustrates the different methods used by the
four process-hiding ghostware programs in our collection.
Aphex intercepts process list queries by modifying the IAT
entry for the NtDll!NtQuerySystemInformation API, while
Hacker Defender and Berbew hijack the queries by putting
a
“jmp”
instruction
inside
the
NtDll!NtQuerySystemInformation in-memory code. The
DKOM implementation of the FU rootkit presents a
unique challenge: it hides a process by removing its
corresponding entry from the Active Process List kernel
data structure. Since the list is only a “truth
approximation” for responding to process list queries and
does not necessarily reflect all the processes that own at
least one schedulable thread [YK04], a process can be
absent from the list while remaining fully functional. One
can even use the FU rootkit to hide the other processhiding ghostware programs to increase their stealth.
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Although less popular, administrator tools such as
Process Explorer [PE], AskStrider [WR+04] and tlist can
be used to enumerate all modules (e.g., DLLs) loaded by
each process and all drivers loaded by the system to detect
any suspicious entries. For example, AskStrider can be
used to quickly detect a Hacker Defender infection today
by revealing its unhidden hxdefdrv.sys driver. To hide its
modules from these tools and the underlying
Kernel32!Process32First(Next)!NtDll!NtQueryInformati
onProcess calling chain, the Vanquish rootkit blanks out
the pathname of vanquish.dll from the Process
Environment Block (PEB) module list in the per-process
memory.
For inside-the-box hidden-process detection, our tool
performs
the
high-level
scan
using
the
NtDll!NtQuerySystemInformation API, and uses a driver
to perform the low-level scan by traversing the Active
Process List. A diff between these two scans can reveal
API-intercepting ghostware, but it cannot detect processes
hidden through DKOM because the low-level scan does
not contain the truth. To detect the latter, our tool supports
an advanced mode that performs the low-level scan by
traversing another kernel data structure that maintains the
process list to support OS functionalities other than
responding to enumeration queries. Similarly, to detect
hidden modules, our low-level scan extracts the truth of all
modules loaded by all processes from a kernel data
structure and compares that with the high-level API scan.
Outside-the-box scanning of volatile resources such as
processes and modules requires an additional step of
making the image of the relevant memory address space
available outside. Ideally, a PCI-add-in card as described
in the Copilot paper [PFM+04] or a Myrinet NIC as
described in the Bookdoors paper [BNG+04] should be
used to retrieve volatile data through Direct Memory
Access (DMA) without the knowledge or intervention of
the potentially infected OS. To allow users without the
extra hardware to use GhostBuster today, we obtain a
“truth approximation” by inducing a blue screen (i.e.,
kernel crash) to generate a memory dump file, and apply
similar kernel data structure traversal code to the dump file
to perform the outside-the-box scan. This is only an
approximation because future ghostware programs can
potentially trap the blue-screen events and remove all
traces of themselves from the memory dump.
Experimental Results
Figure 6 shows the results of GhostBuster detecting
four process-hiding and one module-hiding ghostware
programs. The first three, namely Aphex, Hacker
Defender, and Berbew, can be detected by using the
Active Process List as the truth, while FU can only be
detected by running GhostBuster in the advanced mode.
Since the hidden vanquish.dll is injected into many

processes, the GhostBuster report contains many such
entries.
The inside-the-box scanning and diff for the combined
hidden-process and hidden-module detection took between
1 and 5 seconds. It is conceivable that false positives can
be introduced if any process happens to get started or
terminated during that short interval, but we have not
encountered any false positives in our experiments so far.
For the outside-the-box scan, the kernel memory dump
through blue screen added 15 to 45 seconds.

5. Extensions
Ghostware Targeting Issues
It is possible for ghostware to target specific OS
utilities; for example, a process-hiding ghostware program
may choose to hide processes only from Task Manager
and tlist. The GhostBuster design described so far will not
detect such ghostware because the tool cannot experience
the hiding behavior. It is also possible for ghostware to
target GhostBuster so that resources are hiding from all
running programs except the GhostBuster process.
To address these two issues, we have implemented a
GhostBuster extension in the form of a DLL. Instead of
running the GhostBuster EXE that can be easily targeted,
we inject the GhostBuster DLL into every running process
and perform the scans and diff from inside each process,
essentially turning every process into a GhostBuster. In
particular, OS utilities such as Windows Explorer, Task
Manager, and RegEdit are now all GhostBusters. This
makes it more difficult for ghostware programs to target
GhostBuster, while hiding from common utilities.
Injecting GhostBuster into an anti-virus scanner is
particularly interesting. As a demonstration, we set up a
Hacker Defender-infected machine, installed the eTrust
anti-virus software, and ran the on-demand scanner. The
scanner could not detect Hacker Defender, even though it
did have the known-bad signatures. We then injected the
GhostBuster DLL into the scanner process InocIT.exe; that
allowed InocIT.exe to detect Hacker Defender’s hidden
entries. This combination creates a dilemma for malware
programs: they will be detected by GhostBuster if they
hide from InocIT.exe and by the eTrust signatures if they
do not hide.
Another potential attack on GhostBuster is to hide a
large number of innocent files, together with the ghostware
files. Although this would make it more difficult to
identify ghostware files, the GhostBuster tool still provides
effective detection of ghostware infection in this case
because the existence of a large number of hidden files is a
serious anomaly.
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Automating the Outside-the-box Solution
There are two extensions that can be implemented to
automate the outside-the-box ghostware detection and
greatly enhance its usability. In an enterprise environment,
the CD boot can be replaced by a network boot through the
Remote Installation Service (RIS) [RIS]: upon a reboot, a
client machine contacts the RIS server to obtain a network
boot loader, which then performs the outside-the-box scan
and diff.
Another approach is to use a Virtual Machine (VM):
we include a clean version of VM on the GhostBuster
WinPE CD and ask the user to boot the machine from the
CD. The GhostBuster process will automatically start and
insert an ASEP hook to the potentially infected boot drive
to enable auto-start of a high-level scan, and then launch a
VM instance to boot from that drive. Inside the VM
instance, the scanning code will save the scan result file
and notify the host machine of its completion. The host
machine then “powers down” the VM instance, grabs the
released infected drive, executes the outside-the-box
scanning code, removes the added ASEP hook, and
invokes the comparison code. If no hidden resource is
detected, the machine is rebooted normally into its boot
drive.
A similar technique can be used when the ghostwareinfected machine is in fact a VM. As a demonstration, we
set up a Hacker Defender-infected VM using the Virtual
PC software and performed an infected scan inside the
VM. We then “powered down” the VM and scanned the
virtual disk drive from the host machine using a utility that
allows a virtual drive to appear as a normal drive on the
host machine. A diff of the two scans revealed all the
hidden files and contained zero false positive because the
two scans were performed on exactly the same drive image
in such a VM setting.

Detecting Linux/Unix Ghostware
Similar ghostware problems exist on the Linux/Unix
platforms as well [PFM+04,YKS,YC,YW98,B99,YA03].
(In fact, the term “rootkit” originated from the root
privilege concept on Unix platforms.) A common
technique used by Linux/Unix ghostware programs to hide
resources is to intercept system calls to the kernel via a
Loadable Kernel Module (LKM) [ZK,YJ,J01]. For
example, some rootkits are known to hook read, write,
close, and the getdents (get directory entries) system calls.
More advanced rootkits can directly patch the kernel in
memory [YC98,YL01].
We have experimented with several file-hiding
rootkits including Darkside 0.2.3 [ZD] for FreeBSD, and
Superkit [ZS] and Synapsis for Linux. For the inside-thebox high-level scan, we used the “ls” command to scan all
mounted partitions. For the outside-the-box scan, we used
the same command from the clean, bootable CD

distribution of the OS to scan the same set of partitions.
Our results showed that the cross-view diff reports
contained zero or very few false positives: in all cases, the
number of false positives was four or less, and they were
mostly temporary files and log files generated by system
daemons such as FTP. We also experimented with the
T0rnkit rootkit [ZT] that replaces OS utility programs with
trojanized versions. The GhostBuster approach could
detect its hidden files as well.

6. Conclusions
Stealth malware programs are becoming a serious
threat to the future of the Internet, and yet they have been
dealt with mostly in an ad-hoc fashion. In this paper, we
have described a cross-view diff-based framework for
systematic detection of ghostware programs that hide files,
Registry, processes, and loaded modules. We have
proposed using the inside-the-box diff of a high-level scan
and a low-level scan to provide an efficient, automatic
solution that can be run frequently to detect most of
today’s ghostware programs. Experimental results have
shown that it takes only seconds to detect hidden processes
and modules, tens of seconds to detect hidden critical
Registry entries, and a few minutes to detect hidden files.
In the case of Hacker Defender, the most popular
Windows rootkit today according to Product Support
Service engineers, we were able to deterministically detect
its presence within 5 seconds through hidden-process
detection, locate its hidden auto-start Registry keys within
one minute, remove the keys to disable the malware, and
reboot the machine to delete the now-visible files.
We have also proposed an outside-the-box, CD-boot
solution to detect more advanced ghostware that may
interfere with the inside-the-box scans. Experimental
results based on 12 real-world ghostware programs
showed that, while they employ a wide variety of resourcehiding techniques, they can all be uniformly detected by
GhostBuster’s diff-based approach that targets the hiding
behavior and effectively turns the problem into its own
solution. False positives in a cross-view diff report are
minimal and can be easily filtered out.
As we pointed out in the Introduction, the problem
space of stealth software is broader than that of ghostware,
which has been our focus so far. Stealth software may hide
their persistent state in a form for which current OS does
not provide query/enumeration APIs or does not provide
common utilities that make use of such APIs. Examples
include hiding executable code inside the BIOS [YB],
video card EEPROM, boot sectors [D], bad disk sectors,
Alternate Data Streams (ADS), etc. Stealth software can
also hide their active running code in a form that cannot be
revealed by the process/module query APIs; they can
inject code into an existing process and hijack a thread to
execute that code. Detection of these advanced hiding
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techniques is beyond the scope of this paper and we plan
to pursue them as future work.
As a final note, most of today’s Windows rootkits do
not modify OS files or memory image; rather, they
“extend” the OS through ASEP hooking in a way that is
indistinguishable from many other good software
programs that also extend the OS. Therefore, it is difficult
to apply the genuinity tests and software-based attestation
techniques that detect deviations from a known-good hash
of a well-defined OS memory range [KJ03,SPDK04]. On
the other hand, these techniques can detect both hiding and
non-hiding malware programs that modify the OS and are
complementary to the GhostBuster approach.
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Outside-the-box Solution
(i.e., boot into a clean OS not infected
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Figure 1. Strider GhostBuster: Combining Inside-the-box and Outside-the-box Scans and Diffs.
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Figure 2. How Ghostware Programs Hide Files
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Figure 3. Experimental Results for GhostBuster Hidden-File Detection
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Figure 4. Experimental Results for GhostBuster Hidden ASEP Hook Detection.
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Figure 5. How Ghostware Programs Hide Processes.
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Figure 6. Experimental Results for GhostBuster Hidden Processes/Modules Detection.
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